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1 Introduction
This survey was conducted from July 3–11, 2000 in Bafia and in four Lefa villages: Banda,
Deuk, Goufe, and Nyamzom, representing four of the five dialects of the language. The
survey consisted of comprehension testing of a Bafia text in these locations. The research
team consisted of Charlene and Michael Ayotte, Dr. Zaché Dénis Bitjaa-Kody, and Melinda
Lamberty.

This study is a follow-up to an SIL Rapid Appraisal survey done in July 1998 by Edward
Brye, Elizabeth Brye, Dr. Engelbert Domché-Teko, and Joseph Mbongue (see Mbongue et al.
1999), which recommended that the degree of inherent intelligibility between Rikpa (Bafia)
and Lefa be investigated because of positive attitudes on the part of Lefa speakers toward
using Bafia as a written standard. More specifically, the research team wanted to know if
Lefa speakers could use the recently translated Bafia New Testament.

1.1 Names
The people are known collectively as the “Fa” people, and their language as “Lefa”.
Throughout this paper the name “Lefa” will refer to the various speech forms identified in
section 1.3, table 1, and the name “Bafia” will refer to the two speech varieties of “Rikpa”
and “Rikpey”.

1.2 Location and Population
Lefa is spoken in twenty-one villages of the Deuk Subdivision in the Mbam and Inoubou
Division, Central Province, Cameroon. The map in appendix 1 shows the location of the
villages with respect to one another, the language boundaries, proximity to resources, and
major geographical features. See section 1.3, Previous Research, for a listing of all village
names.

Mbongue et al. (1999:2) state that there are about ten thousand Lefa speakers altogether:
three thousand residing in urban areas, seven thousand inhabiting rural areas. The 1987
census1 figures show a total population of 6631 for all Lefa-speaking villages, comprising all
of the Deuk Subdivision. The projected figure for the year 2000 is 9,600, excluding any
inhabitants of Bafia. Appendix 4 provides details of the census data calculations.

All Lefa-speaking villages are separated from Bafia and the main highway by the Mbam
River. The only way into the area is by a single ferry crossing. There are, in fact, three ferry
crossings, but two of them were not functioning at the time of this survey. There are no
bridges. In addition, the road quality between most of the Lefa villages is quite poor. The
most direct road to Deuk has been cut off for some time; the current route is long and
circuitous by way of the remaining ferry crossing.

                                                
1According to the 1987 Census Publication (Demo 87:5), between 1976–1987, Cameroon experienced a 2.9% annual
growth. Assuming that the same 2.9% rate of growth has continued over the past twelve years and applies equally
throughout the country, we can estimate the 2000 population based on the 1987 figure. There is no way of knowing if there
has been significant immigration or emigration of the speech communities since 1987. Also, these figures do not include
populations speaking the language outside of the village (in cities).
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1.3 Linguistic Classification
Dieu and Renaud (1983:360) give Lefa the code [581:lefa’] and the following classification:
Niger-Kordofan, Niger-Congo, Bénoué-congo, Bantoïde, Bantou, Équatorial, Nord, Bafia
(A.50) 560–584.

Grimes (2000:30) classifies Lefa as a dialect of Bafia.
BAFIA (RIKPA, LEFA’, RIPEY, RIKPA’, BEKPAK) [KSF] 60,000 (1991 UBS). Deuk and Bafia
subdivisions, Mbam Division, Center Province. Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo,
Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Narrow Bantu, Northwest, A, Bafia (A50). Dialects:
BALOM (FAK), KPA, BAPE. Speakers refer to their language as ‘Rikpa’ and to themselves as
‘Bekpak’. NT 1996.

1.4 Previous Research
Mbongue, Domché-Teko, Brye, and Brye conducted a Rapid Appraisal (RA) survey of the
Lefa area in 1998. (See Mbongue et al. 1999.) They recommended investigating the degree of
intelligibility between Lefa and Bafia (Rikpa and Rikpey) because, according to the people
they interviewed, there is a high degree of intercomprehension between them. When a native
Fa encounters a speaker of Rikpa or Rikpey, each person can speak in their own mother
tongue and be mutually understood. They say that they do not need to alter their manner of
speaking to be understood. Reportedly, even children of five or six years of age can
communicate this way with children of the other speech community. This suggests that Lefa
and Bafia could be dialects of the same language. The RA findings revealed that there are
five distinct dialects of Lefa, with groups 3, 4, and 5 being more difficult for the first two
groups to understand:

Table 1: Dialects of Lefa
(Taken from Mbongue et al. 1999:6)

Group 1
“Lefa”

Group 2
“Rikpa”

Group 3
“Cama”or

“Tempanye”

Group 4
“Tingong”

Group 5
“Letia”

Deuk Goufe Nyamzom Bangong Banda
Zakan Zock Mpagne
Mouzi Djaga
Mbe Nkaan
Fiang

Beandong
Tsogo
Dioma

Mpouga
Boko

Gbwah
Gah
Kop

Harerimana (1999:27) carried out a study of word lists and proved that the dialects of Lefa
and Bafia are much more closely related to each other than to any of the neighboring
languages. She used the phonostatistical, or dialectrometrical method based on a five-point
scale. When 100-item word lists from four dialect groups of Lefa are compared with each
other and with two dialects of Bafia, their apparent cognicity ranges from 63–81% (table 2).
Harerimana (1998:28) says that this does not represent a great linguistic distance between the
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speech varieties because she uses a standard of sixty percent cognicity to determine whether
two speech forms are dialects of a common language. Lefa dialect group 5 (Banda) was not
included in the comparison.

Harerimana concludes that the four Lefa speech varieties that she studied are all dialects of
one common language, Lefa, and that Bafia is included in that same language. She
reclassifies all of the following as dialects of Lefa: Zo’ok, Zakan, Rikpa’, Ripey, Dimbong,
Cama, and Bangong. She proposes Rikpa’, the dialect in which the Bafia New Testament was
translated, as the reference dialect.

Table 2: Apparent Cognicity of Lefa and Bafia Dialects
(Adapted from Harerimana 1999:40)

Zakan (Lefa 1)

81 Zo’ok (Lefa 2A)

76 77 Djaga (Lefa 2B)

69 67 63 Cama (Lefa 3)

64 67 72 64 Bangong (Lefa 4)

68 69 73 60 68 Rikpey (Bafia)

72 73 75 60 71 75 Rikpa’ (Bafia)

While it is true that Harerimana’s comparison of word lists reveals a greater percentage of
cognicity between the Lefa dialects than between them and surrounding languages, the
question remains whether these speech varieties are actually similar enough to be grouped
into one language. Using a standard of 70 or 80% shared apparent cognicity as the
determinant for saying that a given two speech varieties belong to the same language, instead
of 60%, would bring one to question whether these speech varieties might actually stand
alone as individual languages. Bergman, for instance, recommends separate language
programs when the highest possible similarity percentage after the variance figure is added
falls below 70% (1989:8.1.6). Two previous analyses of several of these speech varieties
yielded higher percentages when calculations were based on apparent cognate count
comparisons. See Mbongue et al. (1999:16) for a summary of prior lexicostatistical analysis.

1.5 Research Objectives
The goal of this RTT survey was to carry out the recommendation of Mbongue et al. (1999)
and verify whether the Lefa speakers’ understanding of the Rikpa dialect of Bafia is
attributable to inherent or acquired intelligibility. The specific research objective was to
quantify the degree to which Lefa speakers understand Bafia and to evaluate whether this
comprehension is consistent throughout each community due to inherent intelligibility or
whether it varies greatly depending upon the amount of contact with Bafia speakers,
indicating bilingualism. The findings of this study will address two issues: (1) the potential
for Lefa speakers to use the recently completed Bafia New Testament and to use Rikpa as
their reference dialect, and (2) whether or not Rikpa and Lefa are sufficiently intelligible to
be considered as one language.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Explanation of RTT Procedure
The procedures for carrying out intelligibility testing, which came to be called Recorded Text
Testing (RTT), were documented by Eugene Casad (1974). Questions for measuring
comprehension are obtained in the language of the speakers to be tested, then inserted into
short biographical anecdotal stories lasting 2–3 minutes in order to make test tapes of each
speech form.

2.2 Text Elicitation and Testing
This survey began with administrative visits to the two divisional officers of the subdivisions
of Deuk and Bafia, of the Mbam and Inoubou Division of the Center Province to arrange for
permission and make a schedule to visit the selected villages. Then, in Bafia we contacted
Reverend Benjamin Biroung à Ngon, who was responsible for the Bafia New Testament
translation, to ask for his assistance in collecting a text that we could use for testing the Lefa
villages. He introduced us to our storyteller, Rousard Booto Angon, a member of the Bafia
language committee. After recording his two-minute biographical story, we designed thirteen
questions about the content of the text and recorded them with the voice of the pastor. We
then created a test tape by inserting the recorded questions into the text.

The tape was initially tested on a couple of Bafia subjects to verify its quality as a testing tool
before using it in the Lefa villages. We were hindered from doing a complete hometown
testing sample on that day due to the time constraints of catching the final ferry crossing for
the day. So, we finished it on the last day before returning to Yaoundé. (See section 3.2 of
this report for hometown results.)

2.3 Selection of Testing Sites
We chose to test one village for each of the five dialects of Lefa: (1) Deuk, (2) Goufe,
(3) Nyamzom, (4) Bangong, and (5) Banda. Unfortunately, we were unable to visit Bangong,
the last village on our itinerary, for a number of reasons. The rainy season had already begun
in the midst of our travels, making these roads treacherous and at times impassible. These
conditions, in addition to malfunctioning recording equipment and several breakdowns of our
vehicle, kept us from reaching Bangong. However, we feel that our findings are still largely
representative of the actual situation. Our testing sample represents four out of the five
dialects of Lefa, including the dialects of twenty out of all twenty-one villages (refer to table
1). If it is determined that Bangong village must be tested, this will have to be done at a later
date.

2.4 Screening of Participants
In each village a short text of thirty seconds to one minute was elicited, and two or three
simple questions were designed and inserted into the text. These “mini-hometown” texts were
played for the respondents before the Bafia text, in order to habituate them to the RTT
process of answering contextual questions interspersed throughout a continuous narration. It
was assumed that people who missed more than half of the questions on their own mini-
hometown test must be confused by the test-taking process and were not asked to continue
with the actual test.

Potential test takers were asked whether they were from the village being tested, what
language they spoke in their own home, and their village of birth. In dubious cases, we asked
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further questions such as: their mother’s language, their father’s language, the number of
years they had lived or attended school outside of the village, and how extensively they had
traveled.

In Deuk, three of the people tested could be removed from the testing sample because two of
them frequently travel to Bafia, and the third person lived in Bafia for five years. However,
removing these scores has almost no effect on the average score for the group.

2.5 RTT Administration
Respondents often gave summaries of the story rather than answering each specific question,
as is often the case with villagers who are not accustomed to the question and answer
process. If a test taker did not follow the process, but decided to summarize (and it was
apparent that they had understood the text), their correct responses were noted. It would be
unproductive and simply a technicality to repeat the questions for which they had essentially
already furnished the correct responses. When it was found that the respondent answered all
but one or two questions with their summary, team members made the judgment to replay the
question or ask for a more precise answer.

3 Research Results

3.1 Interpretation of Results
In evaluating the significance of RTT scores, we will consider the mean, or average, and the
standard deviation. The average is found by combining all of the scores from a given testing
location and dividing the total by the number of scores. The standard deviation is the average
individual variance from that group mean.

In a discussion on interpreting intelligibility scores, Joseph Grimes (1995) asserts that a
threshold of 85% comprehension is needed before any group of speech varieties can be
considered varieties of a single language; scores between 70–85% indicate that
comprehension is marginal.

At threshold levels high enough to guarantee good communication from the central dialect to its
periphery (usually 85% or above), it is reasonable to speak of the dialect cluster as a single
LANGUAGE from the linguistic point of view. Speech varieties that come together at only 70% or
below are too distinct to qualify as the same language. In between, 70% to 85%, is an area of
MARGINAL intelligibility where some communication is satisfactory and some is not. The threshold
depends on the risk associated with not communicating well; the final criteria are not purely linguistic.
(J. Grimes 1995:22)

3.2 Hometown Testing
The final version of the Bafia text was two minutes long before insertion of the thirteen
questions. The end product was a two and a half-minute test, eventually screened by a total of
eleven subjects in the town of Bafia. Initial analysis of the eleven hometown tests yielded an
average score of 89.5 percent.

The three most frequently missed questions, numbers one, five, and ten, were eliminated.
This adjustment changed the mean to 95.45 percentage points. The standard deviation was
then calculated to a low 6.57, showing that this recorded text would serve as a good test tape.
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3.3 RTT Results
Below is a summary of the scores obtained by Lefa speakers on the Bafia RTT. Mean scores
reflect the average in percent correct for each location. For a complete listing of individual
scores, see the appendix.

Table 3: Lefa Scores on Bafia RTT
Village/location Mean

Score
Standard
Deviation

Number
Tested

Banda 71     16.4 10
Deuk 90     10.97 16
Goufe 85     10.27   9
Nyamzom 75     17.1 10

Table 4 compares the average score of all Lefa test takers from every village visited on this
survey with the average score of the mother tongue Bafia speakers who were tested on the
same text.

Table 4: Test and Hometown Comparison
Average

RTT Score
Standard
Deviation

Lefa subjects 81% 15.82
Bafia subjects 95%   6.56

The high standard deviation indicates that different sectors of society, or certain individuals,
do not understand Bafia to the same degree. Grimes says that if the standard deviation of
RTT scores for one community is greater than fifteen percent, this probably indicates
bilingualism (1987:50). This is the case for Lefa with regard to Bafia.

Men’s scores were higher than women’s: 85% vs. 77%. This difference was most pronounced
in Goufe, where the men’s average was 92% and the women’s was 76%. The greatest
discrepancy lies between age groups; adults scored 86%, while those belonging to the age
group 20 and under had an average score of 64%.

There were two young people whose scores were even lower. One thirteen year-old girl at
Nyamzom had a score of 20%, but this was not counted because she now lives in Douala and
only returns to the village during vacation. A twenty-one year-old young man at Banda did
not finish the test because he said he understood nothing of the text; he thought it was
English.

In Nyamzom, a sixty year-old woman who was born there and never left her village even to
go to Bafia scored 60% on the Bafia RTT. It is entirely plausible that she has never been to
Bafia, since the route from Nyamzom to Bafia is quite long. In that same village, a thirteen
year-old girl who speaks only her own dialect at home scored 70%.

4 Conclusions
It appears that Bafia is not immediately understood by Lefa speakers on the first contact, but
that it requires some frequent contact over an undetermined period of time. The average
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overall RTT score of 81% falls short of the 85% comprehension threshold that Grimes says is
necessary for any given set of speech varieties to be considered varieties of a single language
(Grimes 1995:2).

There was little uniformity in scores across the population. Men usually performed best, as
they frequently make trips to the town of Bafia proper. Women and young people, by
consequence, varied rather widely in their performance on the test. Naturally, those villages
closest to Bafia tested better than those villages further removed from contact by
geographical distance, either because of closer linguistic similarities or increased exposure to
the dialect. It seems that this situation must be interpreted as a case of acquired rather than
inherent intelligibility. The degree of intelligibility is not sufficient to classify Lefa as part of
Bafia; they should, therefore, be treated as separate languages.

5 Recommendations
• Explore the possibility of promoting Bafia literacy and the use of the Bafia Scriptures in

the village of Goufe, where the attitudes are positive and RTT scores are high. However,
this is unnecessary if steps are taken to develop Lefa.

• Because the overall comprehension of Bafia among Lefa speakers is marginal, Lefa
warrants its own literacy and translation project. To evaluate the potential for Related
Language Adaptation, conduct an in-depth study of both source (Bafia) and target (Lefa)
communities in the following key areas identified by Grimes (1995:27):
(1) culture, conceptual structures, attitudes toward most things, and world views,
(2) semantics and pragmatics of most lexical items, including multiple senses and

connotations,
(3) syntax and discourse structure, and
(4) morphological distinctions.

• Anyone undertaking the project of developing the Lefa language should do their own
study of lexical correspondence to verify previous findings. Also, RTT testing between
each of the Lefa speech varieties is needed to verify whether all five are actually part of
one language, and to assure the choice of an appropriate reference dialect.
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Appendix A: Map of Lefa
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Appendix B: Bafia Text
Recorded in the town of Bafia at the home of Rev. Benjamin Biroung à Ngon
By Mr. Rousard Booto Angon, July 4, 2000

Transcription:

Quand il a eu la pluie (Après la pluie), nous sommes allés nous réunir chez Papa Con (tchom)
pour aller à la chasse…
After the rain, we went to meet at Papa Tchom’s house to go hunting…
(1) Eliminated queston: À quelle moment sont-ils allés chez Papa Con?

When did they go to Papa Tchom’s house?
—après la pluie, ou quand il a plu / after the rain

parce que c’est Papa Com qui avait un chien renommé. Ce chien s’appelait Mboti. C’était un
chien qui, lorsqu’il pénetrait dans la brousse, nous le suivons (un chien de chasse). /
…because Papa Tchom owned a well-known dog. This dog’s name was Mboti. This was a
dog that we would follow whenever he would go into the bush (a hunting dog).
(2) Mboti faisait quoi? What would Mboti do?

—Mboti pénetrait dans la brousse, ou il chassait / Mboti went into the bush, he
hunted

Nous sommes donc partis à la chasse. Nous avons entendu Mboti en train d’aboyer dans la
brousse. / We left for the hunt. We heard Mboti barking in the bush.
(3) Qu’est-ce que Mboti a fait? What did Mboti do?

—aboyer / bark

Arrivés sur le lieu, nous avons trouvé qu’il a aperçu une vipère. Et on a battu cette vipère./
Arriving there, we found that he had seen a viper. We beat the viper.
(4) Qu’est-ce que Mboti a vu? What did Mboti see?

—une vipère/ a viper

Quand on a battu ça, on l’a mit dans la gibecière (un sac).
When we had beaten it, we put it into our hunting sack.
(5) Eliminated question: Où a-t-on gardé cette vipère? Where did they keep the viper?

—dans la gibecière, ou dans un sac / in a sack

Après avoir abattu cette vipère nous avons continué la chasse. Nous avons chassé les
hérissons. On a chassé, chassé les hérissons, sans rien tuer. /
After having beaten that viper we continued the hunt. We hunted hedgehogs. We hunted and
hunted hedgehogs but killed nothing.
(6) Après la vipère, quel autre animal ont-ils chassé dans la brousse?

After the viper, what other animal did they hunt in the bush?
—le hérisson / hedgehogs
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C’est ainsi qu’on a surpris un hérisson dans une tanière.
This is how we surprised a hedgehog in a hole.
(7) Le hérisson qu’ils on surpris était où? Where was the hedgehog that they surprised?

—dans une tanière, ou un buisson, ou un trou / in a den, or a bush, or a hole

Nous l’avons flêché. Il a bondi. Quand il retombait on pensait qu’on allait le ratrapper mais il
a pris fuite./
We shot arrows at it. It jumped. When it fell back down we thought we were going to catch it,
but it ran away.
(8) A-t-on attrappé ce hérisson? Did they catch that hedgehog?

—non, il a pris fuite / no, it ran away

On la chassé jusqu’à la tombée de la nuit et nous sommes rentrés bredouilles.
We hunted it until nightfall, and we returned emptyhanded.
(9) Ils sont rentrés avec quoi? What did they return with?

—rien, ou les bras ballants, ou la vipère, ou le serpent / nothing, or emptyhanded, or
the viper, or the serpent

Deux jours après, nous sommes repartis pour aller chercher le hérisson que nous avions
flêché auparavant pour savoir s’il était mort.
Two days later, we left again to go looking for the hedgehog that we had previously shot with
an arrow to find out whether it was dead.
(10) Eliminated queston: Quand sont-ils allés de nouveau en brousse?

When did they go again into the bush?
—deux jours après / two days later

Quand nous sommes repartis en brousse ce jour-là, à chaque pas quelqu’un flêchait un
hérisson.
When we went back to the bush that day, with each step we took we shot a hedgehog.
(11) Qu’est-ce qui s’est produit de particulier ce jour-là?

What extraordinary thing happened on that day?
—beaucoup de hérissons, ou un hérisson à chaque pas, ou gibiers / many hedgehogs,
or a hedgehog at each step, or game

À cette parti de la chasse nous avons ramené huit hérissons.
For this part of the hunt we brought home eight hedgehogs.
(12) Combien de hérissons ont-ils ramenés ce jour-là à la maison?

How many hedgehogs did they bring home that day?
—huit / eight

Nous avons oubliés les mésaventures de la dernière parti de la chasse où nous sommes rentrés
bredouilles. Nous sommes rentrés très contents.
We forgot about the misadventures of the last part of the hunt where we had returned home
emptyhanded. We returned home very happy.
(13) Comment se sentaient-ils après la chasse?  How did they feel after the hunt?

—contents, ou très contents, ou une grande joie / happy, or very happy, or great joy
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Appendix C: Lefa RTT Scores
Where there is nothing written in the “comments” column, this indicates that the subject was
born in that particular village, speaks the dialect of that village in their home, and has not
lived outside of the village for any extended period of time.

Village: BANDA
Subject No. Sex Age BAFIA Comments
B-1 F 13 75 %
B-2 M 15 50
B-3 M 18 70
B-4 F 18 40
B-5 F 20 90
B-6 M 28 70
B-7 M 29 85
B-8 F 30 60
B-9 M 42 95
B-10 F 56 75 Married into the village 30 years ago. MT: Atun.

Village: NYAMZOM
Subject No. Sex Age BAFIA Comments
N-1 F 13 60 %
N-2 M 19 50
N-3 M 21 50
N-4 M 25 90 Lived 1 ½ years in Bafia.
N-5 F 46 80 Grew up in Douala, returned to village 20 years ago.
N-6 M 50 80
N-7 M 50 85
N-8 M 56 90 Chief of the village. Multilingual.
N-9 F 60 60 Never traveled from the village, not even to Bafia.
N-10 M 65 100
Not counted F 13 20 Lives in Douala, returns to village for holidays.

Village: GOUFE
Subject No. Sex Age BAFIA Comments
G-1 F 22 70 %
G-2 M 22 85
G-3 M 28 100
G-4 M 42 90
G-5 F 45 85
G-6 M 57 100 May have overheard another person’s responses.
G-7 F 60 80
G-8 M 64 85
G-9 F 80 70
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Village: DEUK
Subject No. Sex Age BAFIA Comments
D-1 F 15 65 %
D-2 F 15 75 Goes to Bafia often.
D-3 M 21 95
D-4 F 26 100 Goes to Bafia often.
D-5 M 27 100 Chief of the village.
D-6 F 28 90
D-7 F 30 95
D-8 F 30 85
D-9 M 30 100
D-10 F 36 85
D-11 F 36 95 Grew up in Douala, returned to village 20 years ago.
D-12 M 40 100
D-13 M 41 85 Goes to Bafia often.
D-14 M 46 100 Attended school in Bafia 5 years. Goes there often.
D-15 M 50 95
D-16 M 70 70
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Appendix D: 1987 Population Data and 2000 Projections

Village ‘87 Census Figures 2000 Projection
DEUK (town)   893 1300
*BALOM I 3912 5672
-BANDA   166 241
-BEANDONG   189 274
-BEIH   382 553
-BOKO   348 505
-BOKO-KIDOUNG   132 191
-DJAGA   487 706
-FIANG     79 115
-GOUFE   123 178
-GUENG     16 23
-MOUZI   436 632
-MPAGNE   197 286
-MPOUGA   211 306
-NKANG     83 120
-NYAMZOM   252 365
-TCHONGO   117 170
-ZAKAN   182 264
-ZOK   512 742
*BALOM II 1826 2648
-BAGONG   815 1182
-DEUK 2 village   119 173
-DIOMA   119 173
-GAH   191 277
-GBWAH   278 403
-KOP     65 94
-NKOUBOU   239 347
Total Population 6631 9615
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